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Abstract—Retailers are confronted to make ordering decisions
for a large category of products offered to end consumers. In
this paper, we extend the classical mono-product News-Vendor
Problem to a multi-product News-Vendor Problem with demand
transferring and demand substitution. We focus on the joint
determination of optimal product assortment and optimal order
quantities. Computational algorithms are presented to solve the
problem. We compare the global optimization policy with some
other policies used in practice by numerical examples.

I. INTRODUCTION

Product variety is a key element of competitive strategy.
Many retailers become successful by offering a wide selection
of products. Supermarkets such as Wal-Mart and Carrefour
are good examples from grocery retailing. Demand for variety
comes from both the taste of diversity for an individual con-
sumer and diversity in tastes for different consumers. However,
despite the advantages of product variety, the full degree of
variety cannot be supplied generally, owning to the increase
of cost in inventory, shipping, and merchandise presentation,
etc. Thus, the optimization of product assortment (the products
to sell), and the order quantity for each product, is a relevant
decision that retailers face.

The News-Vendor Problem is a classical problem in inven-
tory management aiming at finding the optimal order quantity
which maximizes the expected profit under probabilistic de-
mand [1], [2]. The demand for products is unknown, thus the
order quantity for each product should be optimized due to the
trade-off between two situations: if the order quantity is not
enough, underage happens and lost sale causes lost profit; if
the order quantity is too large, overstock happens. The classical
mono-product News-Vendor Problem is in the situation that
only one product is considered. In our case, we consider
multiple products. Thus, to optimize the assortment, two other
important factors should also be considered. First, product
variety brings possible substitution when underage happens:
different colors or styles, for example, act as substitutes when
the client finds a product is out of stock. Second, beside of
the purchasing cost which increases with the order quantity,
other fixed costs are associated with stocking a product, e.g.
the cost related to a fixed space for each product, the related
labor cost, etc. In these situations, the fixed cost will clearly
reduce the assortment size.

This paper extends the classical News-Vendor Problem to
determine the product assortment and product order quantities

considering product substitution. We develop a model for the
demand transferring effect when some products are abandoned.
We use the Monte Carlo method to solve the multi-product
News-Vendor Problem under substitution. Analysis of illustra-
tive examples shows that assortment optimization and substi-
tution have significant effects on the optimal order quantities
and on the expect profit. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 presents the related literature review. In
section 3, we formulate the News-Vendor Problem with multi-
products under demand substitution. In section 4, we solve the
joint optimization of assortment and optimal order quantities
and give computational algorithms. In section 5, numerical
examples are provided. Section 6 contains concluding remarks.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A survey of the literature on the News-Vendor Problem
is provided by [1], [2]. Over the last decades, interest for
multi-product News-Vendor Problem continues unabated. The
special case where different products have independent de-
mand and no possible substitution is considered by [3]. The
topic of substitution in inventory management first appears
in [4]. Papers on this topic can be divided into 3 cate-
gories according to their substitution types: papers of the first
category deal with one-direction substitution or firm-driven
substitution, where only higher grade product can substitute
a lower grade product, because the supplier makes decisions
for consumers on choosing substitutes (see, e.g., [5]–[9]). For
example, the retailer provides a high quality product as a
substitute for a consumer who prefers a product with lower
quality but it is out of stock. The second category consists of
papers where arriving consumers’ number follows a stochastic
function and consumers make purchasing decisions under
probabilistic substitution when their preferred product is out
of stock (see, e.g., [10] and [11]). Here the consumers come
one by one and choose their substitutes within the remaining
products by themselves. The third category consists of papers
considering that each product can substitute for other products
and the fraction that one out-of-stock product is substituted by
another product is deterministic. Moreover, this category can
be divided into subcategories as either the two-product (see [4],
[12]–[15]) or multi-product case (see [16]–[19] and centralized
or competitive case. [17] obtained optimality conditions for
both competitive and centralized versions of the single period
multi-product inventory problem with substitution. [20] study a
multi-product competitive News-Vendor problem with shortage



penalty cost and product substitution. They characterize the
unique Nash equilibrium of the competitive model. An iterative
algorithm is developed based on approximating the effective
demand by a service-rate approximation approach.

Most of earlier works focus on optimizing order quantities
for a given assortment of products. [10] and [21] deal with
optimal assortment decision as well as optimal order quantity
decision. [21] considers also the demand cannibalization of the
standard product demand owning to retailing its customized
extensions. The work of this paper differs from earlier re-
search in many ways. Unlike [10] who model demand by a
negative binomial process and [21] who model demand as
a Poisson process, our method can be adapted to general
demand distributions. We consider the transfer of demand
owning to the abandonment of some products, while the
demand of the abandoned products is totally lost in [10]. In
addition, we do not approximate of the effective demand, while
[10] who approximate the effective demand by a service-rate
approximation approach. Furthermore, we develop heuristic
solutions to solve the problem.

III. PROBLEM MODELING

The News-Vendor model is appropriate for seasonal prod-
uct retailing problems where decisions should be made before
the beginning of the selling season. In addition, the News-
Vendor (NV) is often faced with a choice set of similar
products (we call the set as a product category) with different
colors, sizes, etc. Each product is associated with a market
share pi, which represent the percentage of a market defined
in term of unit. Each product has a unit selling price, unit
purchasing cost and in case of over-stock, the product is
recycle with a salvage value. Considering a product category
consists of n substitutable products in the market, intuitively
more products will bring more sale and thus the NV might
realize more profit. But the fact of fixed cost Ki related to each
product will surely reduce assortment size. In these reasons, the
NV might choose a product assortment denoted M to stock for
the selling season and other products (subclass R) will not be
stocked. The demand transferring happens: the demand of not
stocked product will partly be transferred to stocked products.
When the selling season begins, customers will purchase the
stocked products and when under-stock happens, they make
substitutions. Before the selling season, the NV decides both
the products to sell in the selling season and the purchase
quantity for each product. The objective is to maximize the
expected profit, subject to several constraints. The sequence
of events is shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1. Sequence of events

Define the following notations:

x a random variable: total demand for the product
category, with a continuous probability function
f(x) and cumulative function F (x), who has a
mean µ and standard deviation σ,

X realized value of x,
xi demand for products i, with a probability function

fi(xi) and cumulative function Fi(xi),
Xi realized value of xi,
pi the market share proportion of demand for product

i,
Li the probability that a consumer who prefers product

i is unwilling to substitute,
Ki fixed cost related to displaying product i,
vi unit selling price for product i,
wi unit purchasing price cost product i,
si unit salvage price for product i,
x
′

m net demand for product m after the transfer of
demand, with a probability function f

′

m(x
′

m) and
cumulative function F

′

m(x
′

m), who has a mean µ
′

m

and standard deviation σ
′

m,
X
′

m net realized value of x
′

m,
p
′

m the new market share proportion of demand for
product m after the transfer of demand, m ∈M

αij the fraction of consumers that purchase product j
as a substitute when product i is out of stock, i, j =
1, 2, ,m,

Decision variables:
M the subclass of products to be displayed,
Q the vector of order quantities, Q = [Qm], m ∈M .

Here Qm is the order quantity for product m.

The assumptions can be stated formally as follows:

ASSUMPTION 1: The total demand distribution for the
product category is known.

ASSUMPTION 2: Given the realized total demand X , the
initial realized demand Xi equals to piX .

ASSUMPTION 3: A part of demand for abandoned sub-
class R is lost (lost sale, the probability is represented by
Li). The other part of demand for abandoned subclass R will
be transferred to subclass M in proportion to their original
market shares.

ASSUMPTION 4: Consumers will purchase the products
that will be stocked for the selling season, i.e. product in
subclass M .

ASSUMPTION 5: If their first choice product is not avail-
able, consumers may choose to purchase a substitute product
with the portion of substitution denoted as αij . If this substitute
product is out of stock, the consumer will leave (a lost sale ),
i.e. there is no second substitute attempt.

ASSUMPTION 6: A fixed cost is related to each product,
if the NV wants to stock it for the selling season.

A. Transfer of demand modeling

When product r of subclass R is abandoned, a percentage
Lr of demand is lost. Other demand is distributed to the
products of subclass M . The additional demand transferred



to product m(m ∈M) is:

pm∑
m pm

∑
r

[(1− Lr)Xr], r ∈ R,m ∈M (1)

After the transfer of demand, the net realized demand X
′

m for
product m is obtained as:

pmX+
pm∑
m pm

∑
r

[(1− Lr)Xr] = pm(1+

∑
r [pr(1− Lr)]∑

m pm
)X

(2)
The new demand proportion p

′

m for product m is:

pm(1 +

∑
r [pr(1− Lr)]∑

m pm
) (3)

Property 1: The probability distribution for the net demand
x
′

m for product m denoted as f
′

m(x
′

m) follows:

f
′

m(x
′

m) =
f( x

p′m
)

p′m
(4)

Proof: The proof is provided in the Appendix (c.f. annex
1)

Other properties can then be derived from Property 1.

Property 2: The cumulative distribution for the net demand
x
′

m for product m denoted as F
′

m(x
′

m) follows:

F
′

m(x
′

m) = F (
x

p′m
) (5)

Property 3: The standard deviation of x
′

m is :

σ
′

m = p
′

mσ (6)

Property 4: The mean value of x
′

m is:

µ
′

m = p
′

mµ (7)

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The NV decides both which products to stock (the assort-
ment) and the order quantity for each product. The objective
of our method is to optimize the expected profit, with fixed
cost Ki associated with stocking product i. We use two poli-
cies to solve the problem: sequential optimization and global
optimization. The first policy determines the optimal product
assortment considering only the transfer of demand in the first
step, then in the second step determines the optimal order
quantities considering the substitutions within this assortment.
The global optimization policy considers simultaneously the
transfer of demand and substitution to determine the optimal
assortment. While the global optimization policy gives a solu-
tion outperforming the first one, sequential optimization policy
shows close results with less computation time.

A. Sequential optimization

Assortment decision M∗: The sequential optimization
policy determines the optimal assortment in the first step.
We obtain the optimal subclass M∗ by considering only the
transfer of demand. Then for a given product subclass M , the
demand follows continuous probability functions f

′

m,m ∈M .
The profit for product m can be easily developed, see equation
8.

πm =

{
vmxm − wmQm + sm(Qm − xm)−Km if xm < Qm
vmQm − wmQm −Km otherwise

(8)

The total profit is the sum of the profits for each product
and the second derivative of the expected profit function proves
that it is concave with Qm, ∀m ∈ M . The optimal order
quantity Q̃m for product m respects:

f
′

i (Q̃m) =
vm − wm
vm − sm

(9)

E(π(Q̃)) =
∑
m∈M

[

∫ Q̃m

0

(vm − sm)xmf
′

m(xm)dxm −Km]

(10)
We find same order quantity conditions as the classical News-
Vendor problem because we consider no substitution effects in
this step. The optimal expected profit is developed in equation
10. Enumeration of all possible M gives M∗ that maximize
the optimal expected profit without considering the substitution
effect.

Considering the substitution to solve Q∗: Once the NV
decides the optimal product subclass M∗, it is a multi-product
substitution problem similar to the one considered by [17]. As
the selling period continues, stock-out will happen, a part of
unsatisfied demand will be lost with the proportion Li. The
remaining demand will be shared by other products of M∗
in proportion to their market shares. The substitution fractions
αij are developed as:

αij =
p
′

j(1− Li)∑
k 6=i p

′
k

=
pj(1− Li)∑

k 6=i pk
, i, j, k ∈M∗ (11)

Define xsi as the effective demand for product i, which is
the sum of the net demand x

′

i and the additional demand for
product i received from other out-of-stock products caused by
substitution. We have

xsi = xi +
∑
j 6=i

αji(xj −Qj)+ (12)

Here x+ = max(0, x). The profit for a product is the revenue
subtracting the overage cost, the underage cost and the fixed
cost. Then the expected profit function is:

(13)E(π(Q)) = E
∑
i

[(vi − wi)xsi − (vi − wi)(xsi −Qi)+

− (wi − si)(Qi − xsi )+ −Ki]



The first-order necessary optimality conditions are derived
from equation 13 as follows:

(14)

Pr(xi < Q∗i )− Pr(xi < Q∗i < xsi )

+
∑
j 6=i

vj − sj
vi − si

αijPr(x
s
j < Q∗j , xi > Q∗i )

=
vi − wi
vi − si

Q∗i denotes the optimal order quantity for product i in subclass
M∗. The second and third term in equation 14 equal to zero
for the special case where no substitution is considered, then
equation 14 becomes the order quantity optimality condition
for a classical News-Vendor problem (equation 9). Let’s note
that equation 14 is the same as the solution of Serguei and
Nils [17]. Thus, for a fixed product subclass M∗, the fixed
cost has no effect on the optimal order quantities.

B. Global optimization

For a subclass M , if we consider the substitution effect,
the optimal expected profit will be different from equation
10. Thus, the subclass M∗ determined by the sequential
optimization policy can be not optimal. To obtain the optimal
subclass, we need to consider simultaneously the demand
transfer and substitution effects.

Given a product subclass M , the net demand x
′

and the
effective demand xsi are derived in equation 4 and 12. The
expected profit and the optimal order quantities have same
equations as equation 13 and 14. The difference is that the
subclass M is no longer given, but to be determined. There
are 2n possibilities for M , enumerate all of them and we can
find M∗ who maximizes of the expected profit.

C. Policies used in practice

We propose 3 decision policies that can be used in practice
and compare them with the sequential optimization (Policy
4) and global optimization (Policy 5) policies. Our goals in
examining these policies are: 1. to understand qualitatively
any distortions that might be introduced in inventory decisions
if one ignores (or approximates) substitution effects, 2. to
understand any distortions that might be introduced if one
considers the assortment and substitution effects separately,
and 3. to gauge the impact of substitution effects on assortment
and profits.

Policy 1: NV with n initial products, no product
abandonment nor substitution. It makes the assumption that
substitution effects are ignored entirely. Thus there is neither
demand transferring nor substitution. The total expected profit
is developed in the same way as equation 10. We have:

(15)
E(π(Q)) =

n∑
i=1

[

∫ Qi

0

(xi(vi − wi)

− (Qi − xi)(wi − si))fi(xi)dx

+

∫ inf

Qi

Qi(vi − wi)fi(xi)dxi −Ki]

Fig. 2. Decision policies

The optimal order quantity for product i is:

Q∗i = piF
−1(

vi − wi
vi − si

) (16)

Then the optimal expected profit is derived as:

E(π(Q∗)) =

n∑
i=1

[

∫ Q∗i

0

xi(vi − si)fi(xi)dx−Ki] (17)

Policy 2: NV with assortment, the News-Vendor con-
siders only the transferring of demand. For a given product
subclass M , the demand probability functions are changed
from fm to gm,m ∈ M . The optimal expected profit is
obtained by equation 10 and the optimal order quantities by
equation 9. Enumeration of all possible M gives M∗ that
maximize the optimal expected profit.

Policy 3: NV with substitution, the News-Vendor Prob-
lem for n products considering the substitution. We have
same optimal order quantities as equation 4 with M∗ iden-
tical to the product category and the optimal expected profit
function is:

(18)E(π(Q)) = E

n∑
i

[(vi − wi)xsi − (vi − wi)(xsi −Qi)+

− (wi − si)(Qi − xsi )+ −Ki]

Policy 4: Sequential optimization, the News-vendor
considers sequentially the transferring of demand and the
substitution. We get the value of M∗ obtained by policy 2
then consider the substitution effect to get the optimal order
quantities and expected profit.

Policy 5: Global optimization, the News-Vendor Prob-
lem considers simultaneously the demand transfer and
substitution effects. See more details in section 4.B.

D. Algorithm

Caused by the complexity of equation 14, we cannot get the
optimal order quantities directly. Thus we use a Random-walk
method to find the solution. The procedure is as follows:



Step 1: Initialize Q with the values obtained by the optimal
order quantity condition of M independent classic News-
Vendor Problems; initialize the walk length λ and the limit
of it: ε.

Step 2: generate n random points around Q with a distance
λ to Q. And get the best point Q

′
among these n points;

Step 3: if Q
′

is better than Q, assign the value of Q
′

to
Q, go to step 2. If not, halve the value of λ, if λ > ε, go to
step 2, otherwise, go to step 4;

Step 4: if Q
′

satisfies the optimality condition, stop, oth-
erwise go to step 1.

We use two methods to determine in step 3 that Q
′

is better
than Q or not. Both of these methods are carried out by Monte
Carlo method.

First, we define an objective function as the difference
between the left side and right side of equation 14. If the order
quantities are optimal, equation 14 should be satisfied, thus the
objective equation should be equal to zero. But in fact, zero
can not be strictly realized in computation. So we regard Q

′

is better than Q if h(Q
′
) < h(Q) and the optimality condition

is obtained when h(Q
′
) < 0.1; Second, we regard Q

′
is better

than Q if Q
′

brings a better expected profit than Q. The value
of expected profit is obtained from equation 18.

V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

We use normally distributed demand in our example, other
demand distributions will also work. We consider a product
category of 6 products with mean total demand µ = 100,
the selling price, purchasing cost, salvage value, fixed cost
and unwilling-to-substitute fraction are the same for all prod-
ucts: v = 9, w = 6, s = 3,Ki = K, and Li = L.
The market shares are set as an approximate linear increase:
pi = (0.09, 0.12, 0.15, 0.18, 0.21, 0.25). These simplifications
facilitate the comparison with other heuristic policies and make
it easier to see how different performances vary with the
market shares. We use the Monte Carlo method to compute the
optimal order quantities and expected profits. In this example,
we use the default random generator in Matlab generating
10000 samples to represent the demand with normal distri-
bution (at about a confidence level of 98% with a sampling
relative error 2.3%).

Considering K = 15 and L = 0.5, the profit comparison
for the five policies is given in figure 3. The results show
that the global optimization policy outperforms other policies
and the sequential optimization does very well particularly,
achieving 100%, 100%, 99.9%, 100% and 100% of the profits
generated by the global optimization policy, respectively, at
σ = 10, 20, 25, 30 and 40. Intuitively the expected profit
decreases with σ for every policy we use. Considering the
assortment, the total order quantity is remarkably reduced
comparing with the Independent News-Vendor policy, see
figure 4. Order quantities for each product obtained by different
policies with σ = 30 are shown in figure 5. We find that
the order quantity increases with the market share value for
each policy. Similar results are found with other values of σ.
As shown in table I, the value of assortment size is reduced
comparing with the Independent News-Vendor policy in using
the sequential optimization or global optimization policy.

Fig. 3. Expected profit for different policies with σ=10, 20, 25, 30, 40.

Fig. 4. Total order quantity for different policies with σ=10, 20, 25, 30, 40.

Fig. 5. Order quantities for σ=30, K=15, L=0.5

σ = 10 σ = 20 σ = 25 σ = 30 σ = 40

Independent News-Vendor 6 6 6 6 6
Assorted News-Vendor 5 5 4 4 4

Substituted News-Vendor 6 6 6 6 6
Sequential Optimization 5 5 4 4 4

Global Optimization 5 5 5 4 4

TABLE I. THE ASSORTMENT SIZE FOR DIFFERENT POLICIES WITH
σ = 10, 20, 25, 30, 40

Comparing policy 1 with policy 2 and 3: If we fix the
value of σ, the optimal order quantities for each product can
be determined, and these quantities do not change with K or
L. While the expected profit is the smallest, the total order
quantity obtained by policy 1 is the largest compared with
policy 2 and 3.

Considering the assortment or substitution both increase



the profit in our examples. As the assortment size decreases,
the total fixed cost decrease, thus the profit could increase. The
substitution improves the profit in two aspects: on one hand,
the unit underage cost is lower because the unsatisfied demand
for one product may be substituted by another product; on the
other hand, the unit overage cost for a product is lower too,
because it receives some additional substitute demand from
other products.

Policy 2 and 3 both decrease the total order quantity. When
the assortment is considered, some product could be aban-
doned and some demand is lost, thus the total order quantity
should be less than that of the News-Vendor Problem with n
initial products. When substitution is considered, the underage
cost is reduced, which creates the intensive to decrease the
order quantity; and overage cost is also reduced, which creates
the opposite effect: to increase the order quantity. In our
examples the first effect dominates. In fact, we can find that the
lost sale related to the substitution caused by an underage is
smaller than that caused by an overage. Thus, the substitution
has more important effect on underage rather than overage.

Moreover, the abandonment begins with the product with
the smallest market share. As the value of σ increases more
products will be abandoned. The intuition to these results is
the following: firstly, the stocking cost Ki leads to abandon
the less popular products because the cost of these products is
bigger than the revenue. As the uncertainty increases, the rev-
enue decreases, and then more products become unprofitable.
Secondly, popular products can bring more profit. They have
larger demand, thus more demand will be lost when they are
abandoned, while abandoning less popular products will lose
less demand.

Comparing policy 4 with policy 2 and 3: The sequential
optimization policy brings more profit compared with these
two models. The difference of the expected profit between the
sequential optimization policy and Substituted News-Vendor
policy can be more obvious when we change the parameters,
e.g. let K=25. The combination of assortment and substitution
seems to significantly improve the profit.

The total order quantity obtained by the sequential opti-
mization policy is smaller than that of policy 2 and 3. This
is intuitive because the News-Vendor with assortment obtains
less total order quantity than News-Vendor with substitution
and further reduction is made if we consider the substitution
effect consecutively after the assortment.

Comparing policy 5 with policy 4: In our examples,
global optimization policy obtains same results as the se-
quential optimization policy, but the case σ=25. In this case,
the assortment size is bigger than that obtained by sequential
optimization policy, the order quantities for each product are
not the same either, and the profit is smaller but very close.
We try different combinations of parameters (K,L, σ), and
get same results: the assortment size and total profit are not
smaller but close to that obtained by sequential optimization
policy.

The substitution makes it possible to expand the assortment
size, because while one product is not profitable in Assorted
News-Vendor policy, the substitution can make it receive some
additional substitute demand from other products, thus this
product can be profitable and not abandoned.

A. Impact of L

This example shows the performance under different value
of unwilling-to-substitute fraction L. Considering σ=10, 25,
40, the profit, assortment size and total order quantity are
calculated by the global optimization policy.

For a fixed σ, the assortment size increases with L and the
expected profit decreases. For a fixed value of L, the expected
profit decreases with σ; the assortment size for σ = 10 is equal
to or larger than others but the special cases L = 1, 0.1; the
total order quantity increases with σ when L = 1, while in
other cases, we have no clear rules. But we can find that in
our case, the total order quantity is smallest for L = 0.3 and
reaches maximum when L = 1 or L = 0.

Fig. 6. the assortment size as a function of L, for σ = 10, 25, 40

Fig. 7. the total order quantity as a function of L, for σ = 10, 25, 40

Intuitions to these results are the following: The increase of
L results in more lost sale in two aspects: when one product
is abandoned on one hand and when one product in stock
comes to an underage on the other hand. The first one leads
to a bigger assortment size, and the second one reduces the
expected profit. Intuitively the expected profit decreases with σ
for a normally distributed demand. For a fixed L, we know that
a larger assortment size reduces the lost sale but brings more
stocking cost, so its a trade-off to determine the size. When σ is
smaller, the profit coming from reducing the lost sale is bigger,



Fig. 8. the expected profit as a function of L, for σ = 10, 25, 40

so the trade-off tends to bigger assortment size. Special case
is when L = 0 and 0.1, the assortment size for σ=10 is 1, this
means there is no alternate product to choose when the product
is at underage. The reason is: when L and σ are both small,
e.g. L = 0, 0.1, σ = 10, the demand substitution benefit is less
than the stocking cost of an additional product. The total order
quantity does not respect clear rules for different σ, because
the quantity depends on the assortment size (not the same for
different σ). In the special case when L = 1, each of them have
6 products in the assortment, and there is no transfer of demand
nor substitution, thus same as a classic News-Vendor Problem.
The reason why the order quantity reaches maximums for L =
0 and L = 1 is that, the lost sale is zero when L = 0 and very
small when L = 1 (no abandoned product).

B. Impact of K

This example shows the performance under different value
of stocking cost. We consider L = 0.5. The profit and the
assortment size are calculated by the global optimization policy
with σ=10, 25, 40, see figure 9, 10.

For a fixed σ, the assortment size decreases with K with
the same σ and decreases with σ for same value of K. As we
discussed before, the trade-off between lost sale and stocking
cost determine the assortment size. When K is larger, the
stocking cost has more important influence and when σ is
bigger, the influence of lost sale is less important, thus both
leading a smaller stocking size. Intuitively the expected profit
decreases with σ and K.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper extends the classical News-Vendor Problem to
solve the joint optimization of the product assortment and the
order quantities considering the demand transferring effect and
the substitution effect within the assortment.

We developed the transferring fractions and substitution
fractions in proportion to the market shares. The random-
walk Monte Carlo method provides an efficient computational
approach to get the value of expected profit and optimal order
quantities for a product assortment. An enumeration of all
possible product assortments is done to search the best one.

Fig. 9. the assortment size as a function of K, for σ = 10, 25, 40

Fig. 10. the expected profit as a function of K, for σ = 10, 25, 40

The numerical examples show insights regarding the per-
formances of the News-Vendor Problem. Our examples indi-
cate that the demand transferring and substitution have remark-
able effects on the assortment, expected profit, and optimal
order quantities. And the sequential optimization policy and
global optimization policy both bring better profit performance
than separately. Global optimization obtains the best profit, but
the sequential optimization policy shows close results and the
computing time is considerably reduced.

With the global optimization policy, several results can be
derived from numerical results: The expected profit decreases
with the fixed cost value, the fraction of lost sale and demand
uncertainty. Assortment size increases with the fraction of lost
sale but decrease with the fixed cost value. The total order
quantity does not respect strict behaviors but it shows that the
order quantity reaches the maximums when lost sale fraction
is zero or 100%, and tends to decrease with fixed cost value.

VII. APPENDIX

Annex 1: X
′

m = PmX , thus the probability that X ∈ (a, b)
equals to the probability that X

′

m ∈ (Pma, Pmb), regardless



the value of a and b:

(19)

∫ bPm

aPm

gm(t)dt =

∫ b

a

f(t)dt

=

∫ bPm

aPm

f(t)

Pm
d(Pmt)

=

∫ bPm

aPm

f( t
′

Pm
)

Pm
dt
′

This equation should be available for any value of a and b,
thus we have equation 4.
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